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Abstract
Glass is an attractive material with outstanding transparency, hardness, durability and chemical
stability. However, the inherent brittleness and low toughness of glass limit its applications.
Overcoming the brittleness of glass will help satisfy the rapidly increasing demands of glass in
building materials, optical devices, electronics and photovoltaic systems, but it has been a challenge
to create glass that is stiff, strong and tough while maintaining its transparency. In this study we
explore how the basic design of laminated glass can be enriched with bio-inspired architectures
generated with laser engraving. We assess the performance of designs based on continuous plies
(90◦ cross plies, Bouligand), finite glass blocks (segmented Bouligand, nacre-like
brick-and-mortar) and hybrid designs. It shows that simultaneous improvements of stiffness,
strength and energy absorption upon continuous ply designs can be achieved by promoting
delocalized shearing of the polymeric interlayer over brittle fracture of the glass building blocks,
and by only placing enriched architectures under tensile deformation so that interlayer shearing
can be realized. This principle can be realized simply by adjusting size and arrangement of the
building blocks, and by combining continuous plain layers with architectured layers.

1. Introduction

Glass is a material receiving high demand in mechan-
ical, biomedical, electronic and photovoltaic appli-
cations because of its outstanding optical properties,
hardness, durability and chemical stability. However,
at ambient temperature, glass is a brittle material with
little deformability, leading to poor reliability and low
damage tolerance in these applications [1]. Thermal
or chemical tempering can increase the strength of
glass by two to five-fold [2], but tempered glass suf-
fers from catastrophic and ‘explosive’ failure by even
slightest damages. Laminating glass with polymeric
interlayers is another strategy that uses the interlayers
to hold the glass fragments together in case of fracture
which is advantageous in terms of safety, but does not
change the brittleness of glass [3].

Interestingly, nature has been ‘solving’ issues asso-
ciated with material brittleness for millions of years
(figure 1). Many hard biological materials such as

mollusk shells and teeth are made of hard but
brittle minerals, but their toughness can be thou-
sands of times higher than their fragile constituents
[4–7]. This unique combination of toughness, stiff-
ness and strength originates from intricate material
architectures at the microscopic scale [4, 8]. The
microarchitectures of these biological materials gen-
erally consist of regular hard building blocks and
more deformable bio-polymeric interfaces [7]. These
building blocks can take a wide variety of sizes,
geometries, and arrangements. For example, cross-
ply structures can be found in fish scales [9–11], tooth
enamel [12–14] and conch shells [15–18], formed
by hard mineralized fibers or lamellae (figure 1).
Cross-ply structures toughen the material by crack
bridging and crack deflection. In the cuticles of
many arthropod species, mineralized chitin fibers
form a twisted-ply (Bouligand) structure [19, 20]
(figure 1), which trigger toughening mechanisms
such as crack bridging and crack twisting. Nacre from
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Figure 1. The hierarchical structure of biological materials in three marine animals: the inner layer of abalone shells, nacre, are in
the form of well-organized brick-and-mortar structures [22, 28]. Fish scales from striped bass are made of collagen fibers forming
90◦ cross-ply architectures [9]. The periodic region in the dactyl club of the mantis shrimp consists of mineralized chitin fibers
forming a helicoidal structure (Bouligand structure) [35].

mollusk shells has a microstructure with highly orga-
nized three-dimensional brick-and-mortar assembly
of microscopic mineral tablets bonded by biopoly-
meric interfaces [21–23] (figure 1). These highly
organized microstructures trigger delocalized tough-
ening mechanisms such as crack deflection, crack
bridging and tablet sliding that contributes to the
toughness of biological materials [22]. These biolog-
ical materials therefore provide interesting models
as bioinspiration for toughened glasses and ceramics
[24, 25].

There have been some attempts to introduce
bio-inspired architectures into glass in recent years
[26–29], and it has been especially challenging to
achieve high combinations of hardness, stiffness,
strength and toughness as well as maintaining the
transparency of glass [28, 29]. A nacre-like glass
was recently developed by compacting and sintering
glass flakes infiltrated with refractive-index match-
ing polymer. This material has high strength and
was toughened through crack deflection [29]. How-
ever, its deformability and toughness were limited
by the localized deformation, and the limited con-
trol on the microarchitectures caused decreased opti-
cal transparency due to the misalignment of the glass
flakes. Other approaches include three-dimensional
laser engraving to ‘carve’ interfaces and architectures
within transparent glasses. For example, a nacre-
inspired glass with highly controlled architectures was

developed through high precision three-dimensional
laser engraving and lamination [28]. The nacre-
inspired glass duplicated the large-scale tablet sliding
observed in nacre, significantly outperforming plain
laminated glass and tempered glass on deformability
and impact resistance, but at the cost of reduced stiff-
ness and strength [28]. Simultaneous improvement
of stiffness, strength and toughness for bio-inspired
architectured glass remains a challenge. Bio-inspired
glasses are usually based on nacre, and few stud-
ies systematically studied the effects of other mate-
rial architectures and the geometry of building blocks
on the mechanical performances [30]. Nacre-like,
cross-ply or Bouligand structure have intricate three-
dimensional architectures so that crack propagation
and failure can be difficult to capture in models. Exist-
ing models for nacre-like brick-and-mortar struc-
tures have shown that toughness can be improved
by promoting interlayer shearing [31, 32]. However,
these models are usually in two-dimensional with
simplifications. Experimental works that try to realize
the simultaneous improvements for stiffness, strength
and toughness of bio-inspired architectured materials
are still limited especially for architectured laminated
glass [28, 30].

In this work, we took an experimental approach
to assess and compare the mechanical performance of
glass panels with various bio-inspired material archi-
tectures. General design strategies are proposed in this
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paper to guide the design of stiff, strong, tough and
deformable glass based on hard building blocks and
ductile interlayer.

2. Design, fabrication and testing

The designs explored in this study were based on
a multilayered architecture where glass layers are
alternated with polymeric layers, so as to generate
cross-ply, Bouligand and nacre-like architectures. We
used ten 220 μm thick standard borosilicate glass
sheets (20 mm × 20 mm) (fisher scientific Hamp-
ton, NH, USA) laminated with nine 50 μm thick
adhesive layers for a total laminated glass panel thick-
ness of 2.65 mm. Ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) (Caida,
Tianjin, China) was selected as the adhesive inter-
face materials for its high optical transparency, strong
adhesion to glass, relatively low shear strength to pro-
mote interface yielding and large inelastic deforma-
tions with energy dissipation [28]. The fraction of
brittle glass in the composites are 93.1 wt%, close to
the weight percent of brittle mineral contents in mol-
lusk shells and significantly higher than other state-
of-the-art bio-inspired transparent materials [29, 33].
The optical transparency of the bio-inspired glasses is
comparable to the plain laminated glass under light
transmittance tests (figure S1) (http://stacks.iop.org/
BB/16/026020/mmedia). The light transmittance of
bio-inspired glasses is influenced by size as well as
geometric shape of the building blocks. Larger build-
ing block size allows more light to pass through
the panels without the interference of the engraved
interfaces. Figure 2(a) shows the general fabrication
protocol. The contours of building blocks were first
engraved on individual borosilicate glass sheets using
a focused pulsed laser beam (300 mw) (Model Vit-
rolux, Vitro Laser Solutions UG, Minden, Germany).
Laser engraving generates weak interfaces but keeps
the integrity of glass sheets. The engraved weak inter-
faces were then separated mechanically after attach-
ing polyimide films to the engraved glass sheets. The
polyimide films held the building blocks in position
during the mechanical separation and lamination.
The engraved glass sheets were then laminated with
EVA films at a temperature of 120 ◦C and under a
uniform compression of 100 kPa. During the pro-
cess, EVA infiltrated the separated engraved interfaces.
The glass sheets were carefully aligned to achieve the
well-controlled three-dimensional architectures con-
sidered in this study (figure 2(b)). For continuous
ply designs, the patterns created within each glass
layer were parallel lines to create 90◦ cross-ply and
Bouligand architectures (figure 2(b)). For each of
these designs we considered three different ply width:
w= 1, 2 and 3 mm. For the cross-ply architecture, the
pitch angle, which is the relative ply orientation angle
between two consecutive layers, was 90◦ (figure 2(b)).
For the Bouligand architecture, the pitch angle was

18 degree (figure 2(b)), which we chose to achieve a
complete 180 degree twist of the plies through the
thickness of the panel. This pitch angle is also sim-
ilar to the pitch angle observed in beetle exocuticle
and stomatopod dactyl club. Although pitch angle
influences the mechanical responses [20, 34–36], this
study fixed the pitch angle to focus on the influences
of building blocks and types of architectures. In addi-
tion to Bouligand and cross-ply structures based on
continuous plies, we considered segmented designs
where the glass elements were squares or rectangles
with finite size (width w and length s) and arranged
in 3D to create segmented Bouligand and nacre-like
architectures (figure 2(b)). The segmented Bouligand
architecture had rectangular tablets arranged in a
way similar to the continuous Bouligand architec-
ture (figure 2(b)). The nacre-like panels had square-
shape tablets with the width equaling to 1, 2 and
3 mm, staggered with a 50% overlap (figure 2(b)).
We finally investigated the puncture performances of
hybrid designs, where plain glass layers and archi-
tectured layers were combined. The thickness of the
glass sheets (Guangzhou Gking Glass, Guangzhou,
China) for the plain layers was carefully selected
so that the overall thickness of hybrid designs was
the same as continuous ply designs and segmented
designs. The glass used for the plain layers and the
architectured layers are of the same type with the
same mechanical properties. The mechanical per-
formance of the different architectured glass panel
designs was assessed using puncture tests on a sim-
ply supported configuration. The panel was placed in
a custom-made steel frame to support its periphery,
and a steel indenter with a 3 mm diameter spher-
ical tip was driven through the center of the panel
(figure 2(c)) at a rate of 10μm s−1 (a quasi-static load-
ing condition) until complete puncture of the panel.
A 3 mm diameter steel indenter pressed by a force
of 150 N (maximum force recorded here) on a glass
surface with produce an estimated contact radius of
0.15 mm (predicted from Hertz theory [37]), which
is much smaller than the size of the architectures we
explored here. At the same time, the indented was
sufficiently blunt and the severity of the contact was
not high enough to generate cracking from contact
stresses: failure was dominated by flexural stresses
in the panels. The test was performed using a uni-
versal test machine (model: eXpert 5000, ADMET,
Norwood, MA, USA). The energy absorption capa-
bility of the panel was determined by computing
the area under the force-displacement curves. Stereo-
imaging was also used to monitor the deflection of
the panel in situ (pair of synchronized cameras model
IL-5, Fastec Imaging, San Diego, CA, USA). The
deflection of the upper surface of the sample during
puncture was reconstructed using 3D scene recon-
struction methods (VIC 3D, correlated solutions,
Irmo, SC, USA).
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Figure 2. Design, fabrication and testing of multi-layer architectured glass panels: (a) fabrication protocol for the architectured
glass panels. (b) Design and arrangement of material architectures: cross-ply, Bouligand, segmented Bouligand and nacre-like
(square, 50% overlap). (c) Experimental setup for the puncture tests.

3. Continuous ply designs: 90◦ cross-ply
and Bouligand

Figure 3(a) shows typical puncture force-
displacement curves obtained from the 90◦ cross-ply
and the Bouligand designs, with ply width w = 1 mm
and w= 2 mm. In general, the curves initially showed
a relatively stiff linear region, followed by a drop
in force and softening associated with the fracture
and sliding of individual glass plies (figure 3(a)). In
all cases the failure was progressive, in contrast to
plain glass where puncture failure is catastrophic
and accompanied by a sharp drop in puncture force
[28]. The 90◦ cross-ply and Bouligand panels showed
similar surface deflection (figure 3(b)): the indenter
punctured into the panel and heavy damages were
concentrated near the puncturing site, while most of
the panels have very limited deformation except for a
few cracks emanating from the puncture site.

Failure occurred by brittle fracture of individ-
ual plies from flexural stresses (figures 3(c) and (d)).
In the 90◦ cross-ply designs, radial cracks emitted
from the puncture site with the longest dominant
radial cracks splitting the panel in half (figures 3(c)
and S2). Within some layers the dominant radial
cracks propagated along the interface between adja-
cent plies, and in the adjacent layers the cracks prop-
agated through the plies (the fracture of plies can be
observed in figure 3(c) as the bright lines). There was
no crack deflection by the interfaces between adjacent
plies in a layer because of the relatively large pitch
angle (figures 3(c) and (e)) [27]. For the Bouligand
designs, radial cracks had a more isotropic distribu-
tion without any dominant radial cracks (figure 3(d)).
These radial cracks tended to be shorter than those

in the 90◦ cross-ply panels (figures 3(c) and (d) and
S2). For Bouligand panels with w = 1 mm, the in-
plane cracks propagating from the puncture site were
usually deflected by the interfaces between the plies
within the same layer (figures 3(d) and (f)) because
of the low pitch angles (18 degree). In-plane cracks
channeled along the interfaces, which resulted in dif-
ferent crack propagation directions between neigh-
boring layers (figure 3(f)). The difference of the
crack propagation directions caused shear deforma-
tion of the polymer interlayers that contributed to
the energy absorption of the panel (figure S3) [27].
Therefore, there was no sudden force drop for thew=

1 mm case and the energy absorption was increased.
When w = 2 mm and 3 mm, the panels showed
more limited deformability compared to the case of
w = 1 mm (figure 3(a)). Some of the in-plane
radial cracks propagating in the glass layer were
not deflected by the interfaces between the plies
(figure 3(d)). Overall, continuous ply designs showed
relatively limited deformability and energy absorp-
tion due to localized damage caused by the flex-
ural stress-induced premature brittle fracture of
glass plies. Decreasing the ply width could increase
the deformability but the improvement was lim-
ited. Despite distinct material architectures and fail-
ure patterns, the 90◦ cross-ply and Bouligand pan-
els showed generally similar stiffness, strength and
energy absorption. One of the reasons for the simi-
lar performances is that premature localized fracture
of plies near the puncture site occurs before deflected
crack propagation can trigger and spread other tough-
ening mechanisms such as interlayer shearing. Crack
deflection alone does not contribute significantly to
strength and energy absorption.
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Figure 3. Puncture tests of ten-layer glass panels with cross-ply and Bouligand architectures: (a) force-displacement curves
for cross-ply and Bouligand panels; (b) 3D digital image correlation results showing the deflection of the glass panels at
displacement = 2 mm; Fracture of (c) cross-ply and (d) Bouligand glass panels with ply width w = 1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm, at
displacement = 2 mm; (e) in-plane crack propagation in the 90◦ cross-ply structure and (f) 18◦ cross-ply (Bouligand) structure.

4. Segmented designs: segmented
Bouligand and nacre-like panels

In both the 90◦ cross-ply and the Bouligand panels
we observed brittle fracture of individual plies caused
by flexural stresses, which led to localization and
relatively limited deformability under puncture. A
possible approach to better control deformation and
failure in these designs is to partition the plies into
segments of well-defined lengths to reduce the flex-
ural stresses within each glass building block. We
explored this route in ‘Segmented’ Bouligand designs
where the plies were segmented into individual seg-
ment of length s. Another way to consider this design
is that of finite glass plates of size s × w arranged in
regular array within a layer, but rotated by 18◦ to the
next layer (figure 4(a)). Another type of segmented
designs we explored is the nacre-like brick-and-
mortar architecture based on square tablets arranged
in a staggered fashion in three dimensions. The only
difference between the segmented Bouligand when
s = w and nacre-like panels is the arrangement of
building blocks: the Bouligand architecture has a helix
ply arrangement while the nacre-like is staggered
(figures 1 and 2(b)).

Figure 4(b) shows typical puncture force-
displacement curves for a segmented Bouligand
design (s = w = 1 mm) and for a nacre-like design
(s = w = 1 mm). Both designs showed an initially
linear region, followed by gradual softening and an
overall bell shape indicating a progressive failure.

3D surface reconstructions revealed that the defor-
mations of the segmented Bouligand and nacre-like
panels were more distributed over the panel, with
less abrupt ply fracture compared to the continuous
designs (figure 4(c)). We varied the length of the
segments using s = 1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm, with
a ply width kept to w = 1 mm (best value for
continuous-ply based designs). The length of the
segments had a significant impact on performance
(figure 5). The segmented Bouligand panels were
about 25% less stiff than the continuous ply-based
panels (s = ∞), because the abilities of individual
plies to carry stresses along their axis is reduced
by the segmentation. Segmented Bouligand panels
were however more deformable than the continuous
design in general and significantly stronger when
[s, w] = [2, 1] mm. In particular, the segmented
Bouligand panels with s = 1 mm and 2 mm were
stronger and more deformable than the ones with
s = 3 mm and s = ∞ (continuous plies) because
localized damage was avoided by suppressed brittle
fracture of building blocks, sliding between building
blocks being dominant instead (figures 5(a), (c)
and (e)). Interlayer shearing, resulted by the slid-
ing between building blocks, is delocalized, which
contribute to both in-plane and out-of-plane tough-
ening. In contrast the segmented Bouligand panels
with s = 3 mm fractured in a way similar to the
regular Bouligand panels, with damage localized near
the puncture site (figure 5(c)). Segmented Bouligand
panels with an intermediate ply length (s = 2 mm)
had a higher puncture strength than the panels with
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Figure 4. Design and puncture mechanical response of segmented Bouligand and nacre-like panels: (a) design of segmented
Bouligand panels compared to regular Bouligand panels; (b) force-displacement curves of segmented Bouligand panels (ply
width w = 1 mm, ply length s = 1 mm) compared to regular Bouligand panels with the same ply width and nacre-like panels
with the same tablet size (s = w = 1 mm); (c) comparison of surface deflection between regular Bouligand, segmented Bouligand
and nacre-like panels, at the displacement of 2 mm.

s = 1 mm, without sacrificing deformability. We
found that nacre-like panels with s =w = 1 mm were
15% more deformable, absorb 14% more energy
and were as strong as segmented Bouligand panels
(s = 2 mm) (figures 5(b) and 7(b)), with a better
distributed deformation and damage compared to
the other designs. We also observed small cracks
on the top layer occurring at large displacement,
which could be caused by the compressive stresses
in the tablets and the shear stresses transferred
from the polymeric interface [28]. Larger tablet size
(s =w = 2 mm and s = w = 3 mm) led to premature
brittle tablet fracture that greatly limited deforma-
bility and strength (figures 5(b) and (d)). For s =
w = 2 mm and 3 mm, the cracks formed a cross
or a ‘number sign’ (#) pattern because the in-plane
crack propagation within a layer tended to follow
the interfaces between the tablets. The results show
that for fixed material properties of the hard and
soft phases, deformation and failure modes as well
as mechanical performance are very sensitive to the
size of glass building blocks. Therefore, fabrication
protocols with precise control on the geometry
of glass building blocks are required to reach the
optimal configuration of architectured glass.

5. Hybrid laminated designs mixing
plain and architectured glass layers

The results presented so far show how the energy
absorption and deformability of multilayer architec-
tured glasses are significantly increased but at the
expense of stiffness. Delocalized interlayer shearing,
contributing to the high energy absorption of seg-
mented designs, cannot be triggered when the archi-
tecture is under compressive stresses. Our previous
study [28] has showed that interlayer shearing is very
limited near the top surface of the panels. Therefore,
a simple way to compensate for the loss in stiffness
and strength is to use one or more plain, un-engraved
glass layer(s) as front layer(s) where the compres-
sive stresses are dominant. In this study we explored
five configurations involving different combinations
of plain and architectured layers (figure 6(a)), keep-
ing the overall thickness of the panels constant. The
architectured layers in all five configurations had
square-shape nacre-like architecture with tablet size
s = w = 1 mm. We used the notation [NpPtNAA] for
each configuration, where Np is the number of plain
layers used as front layers, t is the thickness of the indi-
vidual plain layers (in increments of 220 μm), and NA
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Figure 5. Behavior of glass panels with segmented designs under puncture: force-displacement of (a) segmented Bouligand
panels with various ply width and (b) nacre-like panels with various tablet size. The deformation snapshots of (c) segmented
Bouligand of [s, w] = [1, 1] mm, ([1, 2] mm and [1, 3] mm and regular Bouligand panels, and (d) nacre-like panels with tablet
size s = w = 1, 2 and 3 mm, at a displacement of 2 mm. (e) Schematics of localized brittle fracture of building blocks, and
delocalized interlayer shearing.

is the number of architectured layers. For example,
[2P18A] is a design with two front plain layers with
a thickness of 220 μm each, with eight architectured
layers underneath.

Figure 6(b) shows representative force-
displacement curves for these hybrid designs. In
general, the panels initially showed linear elastic
deformation until a series of first peak(s) at a rel-
atively high force, corresponding to the sequential
failure of the plain front layer(s). Once the front
layers were fractured, the underlying architectured
layers took over the mechanical response of the
panel, producing large deformation and a second
peak of maximum force (figure 6(b)). Radial and
concentric cracks progressively developed in the plain
layers as the indenter punctured in (figure 6(c)). The
different hybrid designs showed distinct mechan-
ical performances depending on the number and
thickness of the plain layers. For example, results
from the [1P19A], [2P18A] and [4P16A] designs
show that increasing the number of plain layers
increases stiffness (figures 6(b) and 7(a)). Results
from the [1P28A] and [1P46A] designs show that
increasing the thickness of the plain layer also sub-
stantially improved stiffness. In terms of puncture

strength (maximum force), hybrid designs having
with the same overall thickness of the plain layers
(i.e. [4P16A] and [1P46A]) had similar maximum
force. Increasing the number of plain layers (for
[2P18A] and [4P16A]) and increasing the thickness
of individual plain layers (for [1P28A] and [1P46A])
both improved puncture strength. The strengthening
effect of the plain layers could be evaluated by the
ratio between the maximum of the first peak(s)
generated by the plain layers and the second more
smoothly transitioned force peak generated by the
architectured layers (FP1/FP2) (figure 6(d)). For
[1P19A], FP1/FP2 was slightly below one, meaning
that the plain layer was too thin to improve the punc-
ture strength of the panels. Increasing the number
(for [2P18A] and [4P16A]) and the thickness (for
[1P28A] and [1P46A]) of the plain layer(s) could raise
the FP1/FP2 up to 1.6 (figure 6(d)), corresponding
to a 60% improvement on strength. However, the
strength improvement by the plain layers was not as
pronounced as in our recent work (∼100% improve-
ment) [28], probably due to the lower aspect ratio
of the panels (width/thickness = 7.55) compared
to our previous study (width/thickness = 12.5). In
panels with smaller aspect ratios the plain layers
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Figure 6. Design and mechanical responses for the hybrid (plain-nacre-like) laminated designs: (a) schematic of the [1P19A],
[2P18A], [4P16A], [1P28A] and [1P46A] designs; (b) force-displacement curves for [10A], [1P19A], [4P16A], [1P28A] and
[1P46A] configurations under puncture (tablet size s = w = 1 mm for all configurations); (c) deformation and failure of glass
panels with [10A], [1P19A], [2P18A], [4P16A], [1P28A] and [1P46A] designs, at the displacement of 2 mm. (d) Ratio between the
maximum of the first force peak(s) FP1 generated by the plain layers and the second maximum force FP2 by the architectured
layers in the force-displacement curves.

were not only under compressive stresses but also
transverse shear stresses. In terms of deformability
and energy absorption, [1P19A] showed simi-
lar force-displacement curves after the failure of
plain layers and overall deformability compared to
[10A] (figure 6(b)). The second maximum force
FP2 and overall deformability of [2P18A], [4P16A]
and [1P28A] were lower than [10A] and [1P19A]
(figure 6(b)) because of the relatively fewer architec-
tured layers to absorb energy through tablet sliding.
Therefore, the energy absorption of these designs
was inferior to [10A] and [1P19A] (figure 7(b)). For
[1P46A], there was a rapid recovery of stiffness when
the plain layer failed but the recovery ended shortly
with the onset of the delamination between the plain
layer and the architectured layers (figure 6(c)). The
delamination was caused by the highly mismatched
stiffness between the plain layer and the architectured
layers in [1P46A]. The propagation of the delamina-
tion resulted in a progressive softening of [1P46A]
panels. The energy absorption of [1P46A] panels
was relatively limited compared to other hybrid
designs because of the early-stage softening caused
by delamination (figures 6(b) and 7(c)).

6. Comparison of continuous ply,
segmented and hybrid designs

The mechanical performances of the different glass
panel designs explored in this study were displayed
on the property maps showed on figures 7(a)–(c).
Although the figure of merit depends on specific
applications, the general goal is to move the materials
to the upper right corner in the property maps, corre-
sponding to simultaneous improvements in stiffness,
strength and energy absorption. The stiffness, max-
imum force (puncture strength) and energy absorp-
tion of the 90◦ cross-ply and Bouligand panels were
within the same range because in these designs the
failure of the panels was dominated by the brit-
tle fracture of glass plies (figures 7(a) and (c)).
Bouligand panels with w = 1 mm had the high-
est strength and energy absorption but the lowest
stiffness among all three groups of Bouligand panels
tested (figure 7(b)), which was resulted by the more
progressive failure of w = 1 mm (figures 3(a) and
(d)). The segmented Bouligand designs in general had
around 30% decreased stiffness, 14% increased punc-
ture strength and 60% increased energy absorption
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Figure 7. Property maps of the laminated panels explored in this study showing (a) maximum force (puncture strength) vs
stiffness and (b) magnified version showing the low stiffness region; (c) energy to puncture vs maximum force. (d) The transition
map from brittle fracture of building blocks to interface shearing for rectangular building blocks, as a function of length s and
width w. s = 1, 2 and 3 mm for continuous designs and w = 1, 2 and 3 mm for segmented designs were plot based on geometrical
symmetry.

compared to regular Bouligand panels (figures 7(b)
and (c)). The improvement of strength and energy
absorption in the segmented design resulted from
the suppression of brittle ply fracture with an ade-
quate size of the building blocks. Both strength and
energy absorption of segmented designs (segmented
Bouligand and nacre-like) were maximized when the
building blocks was at an optimized intermediate size
(figure 7(c)). When the size of building blocks was
too large, strength, deformability and energy absorp-
tion of segmented designs were reduced to a level
close to the continuous ply designs because of the
brittle fracture of the plies (or tablets) (figure 7(c)).
The optimal configuration for deformability, strength
and energy absorption should be at the critical point
where the brittle fracture of building blocks is just
suppressed (the dashed line in the failure mode map
in figure 7(d)). In the hybrid designs, the plain layers
substantially improve the stiffness of the segmented
design (nacre-like, [10A], s = w = 1 mm) by up to

520% ([1P46A]) (figures 7(a) and (b)). The hybrid
designs also improved the puncture strength of the
segmented design (nacre-like, [10A], s = w = 1 mm)
by up to about 33% ([4P16A] and [1P46A]). How-
ever, replacing the front layers with plain layer did
not improve energy absorption compared to nacre-
like panels (s = w = 1 mm), and brittle plain
layers resulted in relatively large deviations (5–10
samples tested for each configuration) on strength
due to their sensitivity to defects (figure 7(a)). The
results show that the most dominant factors for
improving stiffness, strength and energy absorption
are the competition between interlayer shearing and
brittle fracture of building blocks. The general design
principle for the simultaneous improvements on
these mechanical properties is to approach the point
where delocalized interlayer shearing just wins over
brittle fracture of glass building blocks, and to design
local architectures according to the local stress states.
Our study further shows that this principle can be
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realized simply by tailoring the size of the glass build-
ing blocks, and by using a hybrid design: the archi-
tectured layers are under tension to provide energy
absorption and plain layers are under compressive
stresses to provide stiffness and strength, without
introducing any complicated material architectures or
hierarchy. Other parameters, such as interlayer thick-
ness and pitch angle, can also influence the mechani-
cal behaviors and performance but were not the focus
of this study. Using Bouligand panels (w = 2 mm)
as the reference, guided by the design principle, the
hybrid design [1P19A] was the best in terms of energy
absorption, improving energy absorption by 186%
and puncture strength by 29% but had 40% reduction
on stiffness. The stiffest and strongest design is the
hybrid design [1P46A], improving stiffness by 261%
and puncture strength by 67% while having 124%
improvement on energy absorption compared to the
reference design.

7. Summary

In this study we explored how the basic design of
laminated glass can be enriched with bio-inspired
architectures generated with laser engraving. Specif-
ically, the puncture performance of bio-inspired
architectured glass panels evolving from contin-
uous ply designs (cross-ply and Bouligand) to
segmented designs (segmented Bouligand and
square-tablet nacre-like) and hybrid designs (that
incorporate plain front glass layers) were assessed.
We conclude with two general principles to simul-
taneously improve stiffness, strength and energy
absorption for architectured glass materials: (i) pro-
mote delocalized interlayer shearing just right over
brittle fracture of individual building blocks, and (ii)
adapt local architectured according to local stress
state. We showed that substantial improvements on
these mechanical properties can be achieved simply
by tailoring the size of the glass building blocks and
by using hybrid designs combining architectured
layers and plain layers. Our method provides a simple
way to achieve large design spaces of architectured
glass adapting to a wide range of applications and
indicates that novel composites with combinations
of mechanical properties can be developed through
utilizing bio-inspired synergies between architectures
and interfaces.
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